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At the end of the GA, an evaluation questionnaire was shared with the participants 

The questions are answered on the Likert scale with 5 rating choices, 5 representing most satisfaction 
and 1 representing  least satisfaction. 

 

We received 26 answers to the question: How satisfied are you 
with online version of GA? 15 participants rated it with 5, 5 partici-
pants with 4, 6 participants with 3,   

 

We received 26 answers to the question: How satisfied are you 
with timetable of GA? 11 participants rated it with 5, 7 partici-
pants with 4, 5 participants with 3, 2 participants with 2 and one 
participant with 1. We received 26 answers to the question How 
satisfied are you with moderator of the GA?  23 participants rat-
ed it with 5, 3 participants with 4, no answers with 3,2 or 1. 

 

We received 26 answers to the question: How satisfied are 
you with the voting for new members of the Council? 11 par-
ticipants rated it with 5, 5 participants with 4, 6 participants 
with 3, 4 partici-
pants with 2.  

 

 

We received 26 answers to the question: How satisfied are 
you with the reports of the FEPTO Committees? 15 partici-
pants rated it with 5, 4 participants with 4, 6 participants 

with 3, 1 par-
ticipant with 2. 

 

 

We received 26 answers to the question: How satisfied are 
you with struc-
ture of GA?  15 

participants rated it with 5, 4 participants with 4, 4 partici-
pants with 3, 3 participants with 2. 

 

We received 26 responses to the question: How satisfied are 
you with content of GA? 11 participants rated it with 5, 5 
participants with 4, 4 participants with 3, 5 participants with 2 and one participant with 1.  

from  General Assembly 2021 
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To the 
question: 
How 
satisfied 
are you with the technical performance of GA?  We re-
ceived 26 responses: 14 rated it with 5, 10 rated it with 
4, 2 rated it with 3. 

 

 

We received 26 answers to the question: How satisfied are you with the moderator of GA? 23 of them 
rated it with 5, 3 rated it with 4, 0 rated 3,2,1 

 

 

To the question What could be done differently regarding the voting we received 26 responses:  

Nothing / Nothing / Maybe a more intuitive method of understanding who and when to vote. / Written rules pre-
viously sent / only permitting the voting for those who should vote (1 or 2 voices voting) / to use both my Insti-
tutes votes / While voting is appropriate, more care should be taken / The discussion time before voting should be 
defined in advance. The people who want to stand for the council should present themselves in the last newsletter 
before the GA in written form. The number of possible votes before each voting should be announced (people are 
coming and going). The results should be presented more clearly (Possible votes, votes in fact) The online voting 
does not control if someone who has only one vote voted twice. / Confusion over who would vote where and 
where would have been avoided if the rules were reflected in writing from the beginning.  / Informed the mem-
bers of the voting procedure beforehand. / It would be necessary to have a short description of the candidates 
beforehand, incl. with their goals of what they want to achieve for FEPTO. Now we don't really know and it de-
pends on how good people present themselves in the moment. We cannot check if someone is there in the right 
order: for me it is not clear if, in order to attend the GA, or even more important, present yourself as candidate 
you have to be representing an organization. E.g. Fred Dorn is not a representative of an organization or on the 
Board of an organization. He merely is a member of an organization. Furthermore, how can you check if the right 
people voted at the right time: e.g. a founding member can be representing an accrediting organization as well as  
a training institute. For me it is too much a spur of the moment thing . FEPTO is much too important for us all for 
this. / sometimes more precision / More time for presenting new persons, no mess during the voting / I don't 
know for now; maybe a bit of research for an app where we could have filters for various types of members / 
Nothing I can think of / voting should be made in a structure that everyone can control / No other idea / Better 
technique maybe? I was not specially disturbed. / Just make sure it is separated, as all other votes. / The voting 
was not very successful, it was somewhat far from transparent and reliable. / Test it before the meeting. Look at 
the rules for voting. / No / Training organizations should have the possibility to give two different sets of voices 

To the question What could be done differently regarding the structure we received 26 responses: 

nothing / distribution of all these important topics for at least a day and a half / it was too long. the lengthy discus-
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sion about the money for the book project was unnecessary. I suppose if we had voted without a discussion, we 
would have had a very similar result. It was especially good  that the moderator gave a bit more time for the dis-
cussion about online work - this seemed to be the most wanted topic (as long as the bombs came down on Isra-
el) / Nothing / Nothing / It would be better if more time could be spent on topics that need to be discussed. / 
None / It would be appropriate to set the lunch time from the beginning. The attention got distracted as the pro-
cess got longer. / Now that we have discovered Zoom, I think it would be helpful to have more meetings 
during the year, so there can be more input and transparency during the year. Now we all were almost 
under the table from Zoom fatigue and only then an important issue as voting for BM was addressed. / 
The structure is O.K / Structure of time- longer breaks and a one hour lunch break for sure! It is ex-
hausting / a bit longer break for lunch and a bit earlier / more breaks / I would like to have the lunch 
break earlier and longer / structure does not allow talking about everything / It was already good. / May-
be use breakout groups more for discussions? / None / Time constraints are problematic, all important 
issues should be addressed and discussed beforehand. Revisions are required in the structure. 

 

To the question What could be done differently regarding the content we received 26 responses 

Nothing / more details for some of the reports / shorten the discussion about money for the book. For 
instance, a rule: the board decides about sums up to XXXX / the GA decides about sums higher than YYY / 
Nothing / more time for discussions / Less items / Significant projects and new standards must be noti-
fied to each member in advance. / None / That was so good / more time for discussion / For me it would 
be helpful to provide the members with more clarity around topics that are going to be voted on. E.g. 
taking money from the reserve for have a correct translation for a book, doesn't really fit the core busi-
ness of FEPTO. This also is a president for future requests. / The content is O.K, we had time to discuss 
some point of view / more time for project presentation / at the "any other business" chapter, send peo-
ple into breakout rooms and let them discuss for 10 minutes with some criteria of eligibility for the issues 
they want to bring forward. / More discussions in groups. / Those who are close to each other want to 
rule this federation / It was already good / More presentations from the candidates. / None / The con-
tent can be configured differently, the type of voting to place the pieces makes the content feeble. / See 
above / None / part of the discussions in small groups 

 

To the question What will you do differently we received 26 responses.  

 Nothing / Warm congrats to all the organizers! / not offering the voting for those who were not allowed 
(1 or 2 voices voting) / Nothing / No / The voting results must be displayed from the zoom application, 
not handwritten. / There are better tools for polls. Zoom does not provide good versions. For simple 
questions it is good enough. But obviously not for more choices. The differentiation between the two 
categories of voters (1 vote vs 2 votes) and the fact that voters who are allowed to vote can not be iden-
tified in the moment makes it obscure. I would prefer to use another tool for polls. / More frequent 
meetings with members and shorter meetings on specific topics, for which you can also hand-in a ballot 
paper if you cannot attend. Please also ask members for help: there are many of us who are willing to 
help out or do a small task rather than taking a position on the board. / At this time it’s O.K / it was ok / 
Offer Sofia a reward for her brilliant job - a paid ticket to the next IAGP conference or something mean-
ingful; I would not require a mandatory answer regarding voting (in this feedback form) as long as there 
were non-voting participants / Maybe warm up in the beginning  would help or breakout rooms talk in 
smaller groups. I would appreciate it. / A professional consultation can be obtained / No other idea / I 
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don´t know. / Time Frame will be published, not only with beginning and ending but with time for breaks 
and lunch / None / The voting system is problematic. Technically, the results of ZOOM had to be shown, 
manually prepared results reduced the reliability. / Room for discussion in BO rooms / No / switch on my 
camera (was ill and in bed this time) 

To the question Wishes regarding future topics to deal with in FEPTO /topic for the next AM we re-
ceived 26 responses. 

Networking, position of FEPTO in EAP, no further wishes. all in all, it was a great job.  / Thanks to everybody in-
volved in the organisation! / Theoretical integration / Nothing / All projects and standard works should be an-
nounced to everyone in advance and opened to discussion. / Conflict resolution, Ethics, PD with pairs and two 
groups in conflict / helping and providing further cooperation among training institutes / sociodrama, child psy-
chodrama, online-transition- life drama / What is our vision for the organization? Which tasks belong to this vision 
and what not? / The post covid, the psychodrama hybrid???? / psychodrama in the new world, how to save our 
values / a marketplace for (new) projects and new alliances / monodrama / How to promote psychodrama 
better? / we can talk about being a more democratic organization / Moreno’s poem ‘meeting eyes.....’ / East and 
West Europe-  / Cohesion and differentiation. / accrediting organization - their role and meaning for FEPTO mem-
bers / You must explain to members what does being on Council mean, in terms of commitment and obligations, 
travel times and expenses. Not all member know this info. / Topics cannot be discussed in GA, GA is the place to 
evaluate studies. The issues addressed are of little value without the establishment of larger working groups. / Ac-
creditation of Online psychodrama. Ethics. TEP competencies. / No / how to get fresh blood in the council. 

To the question Wishes regarding future specific topics for Committees we received 26 responses 

  I would like a committee focused on the administrative challenges of the training institutions. / Intervision groups 
no further wishes. all in all, it was a great job. Thanks to everybody involved in the organisation! / Psychodrama 
application in family context and theoretical integrations / No / The  / rationalities of working as a more united 
group should be discussed. / we need not new committees but new network groups. E.g.: PD theory, Usage of so-
cial media for PD, PD in Wikipedia (the information about PD does not show the state of the art, neither in theory 
nor in practice), / open dialogue with the institutes and their needs on every level! / Standards for trainer/Training 
requirements for trainer. Ethics codes for training institutes. / Training committee-accreditation of online training 
hours, CP and TEP competences, specification of content of training. / Practice and training / these which ap-
peared during GA- online psychodrama, the ethics / bring cases of good practices from the members / I would like 
to have more possibilities to learn from colleagues, maybe intervision groups or psychodrama groups like the sex 
group? Another thing now, I guess, is what we can do to help with social conflicts, wars etc.. like the one we are 
facing now. / It would not be appropriate to estab-
lish more committees, the aim should be to sup-
port the field, not domi- nate every area. /  What 
have the member schools done this year different-
ly/additionally? / Socio- drama network / Accred-
iting organization / none / The fact that the 
Committees and FEPTO move away from "the 
friends' club" image makes it more objective 
and professional. This is necessary to become a 
more reliable institution. Committees should be 
expanded in number of people. / See above. / 
no / online training. 
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